A new decade of urban mobility is dawning with an exciting piece of news: this year will see the European Commission host its first large-scale urban mobility conference.

**From 29 September to 1 October 2020 in Brussels, Urban Mobility Days (UMD) will place clean and sustainable transport in the limelight like no event before.**

By gathering leading figures and showcasing top success stories in the field, this will be the ideal place for towns and cities to learn how to turn the theme of the conference “zero-emission mobility for all” -to reality.

Urban Mobility Days serves to unite two flagship events in the urban mobility calendar: the CIVITAS Forum Conference and the European Conference on Sustainable Urban Mobility Plans (SUMPs). It represents a unique forum for interaction between policymakers, local authorities, academics, NGOs, other mobility practitioners, and all those putting the SUMP concept into practice.

Urban Mobility Days will go beyond transport and link zero-emission mobility initiatives with wider EU efforts to tackle climate change and make Europe a carbon-neutral continent by 2050. Mobility can no longer be understood as merely moving from A to B.
Do you want to debate the urgent issues of today with the keenest minds in urban transport and related fields? Do you want to experience the exciting results of the CIVITAS Living Labs and other projects pioneering on clean, green mobility? Do you want to follow the latest in transport trends and technologies and sustainable urban mobility planning?

Then make sure to mark the Urban Mobility Days dates in your diary! Attendance is free of charge; registration and further details on the conference programme are coming soon. In the meantime, visit the dedicated Urban Mobility Days event page for further details.